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~ - INTRODUCTION
This report on the Laurens-Anderson Primary Connector is designed
to enable the Federal Highway Administration, through the South Carolina
Department of Highways and Public Transportation, to carry out the
procedures specified under 36 Code of Federal Regulations 800 for
complying with the requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 and Sections 1(3) and 2(b) of Executive Order
11593. The report should provide adequate information for completion
of Section 800.4 (a),. identification of resources and determination
of which of these are eligible for inclusion in the National Register
of Historic Places.
The present report has been abstracted from a larger, more comprehensive
study, as yet incomplete, oriented toward the archeological community
(Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.). Basic information has been provided
here to indicate the type of study undertaken and its procedures, as
well as descriptions of relevant data contained in the resources. A
total of 165 sites and their loci were recorded in the intensive field
survey. Of that number, 78 have been identified as eligible for inclusion
in the National Register of Historic Places. One nonarchaeological
site possessing paleobotanical remains of undetermined age is also
considered eligible.
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·- THE CONTEMPORARY ENVIRONMENT OF THE SURVEY AREA
The primary connector route is located entirely within the Piedmont
Upland Province of the Southern Appalachian Highlands of northwestern
South Carolina. The Blue Ridge Mountains lie about 40 to 50 miles to
the northwest of the survey corridor and the Atlantic Coastal Plain
lies approximately 75 to 100 miles to the southeast. Most contours along
the route measure between 600 and 700 feet above sea level.
Physiographically, the Piedmont is a peneplain or perhaps a series
of peneplains that exhibit dissection and degradation primarily from
fluvial action. Such erosion has resulted in a characteristic pattern
of rolling land surfaces with no drastic relief except where drainages
have cut deeply into valleys. The majority of flat, usable land surfaces
are located on the ridge tops as opposed to narrow ravines and bottomlands
(Fenneman 1938: 131-132).
The proposed corridor runs generally perpendicular to the major
drainages of the Piedmont as opposed to parallel. The highway route
tends to represent a cross sectional view of drainage basins. Proceeding
from east to west, the survey crossed the following drainages (Fig.l).
At the easternmost point, the corridor begins on the major watershed
divide between the Enoree River on the east and the Saluda River on the
west. The North and South Forks of Rabon Creek, sizeable drainages which
eventually merge and then join the Reedy River several miles south of
the connector route, were crossed next. The Reedy River, a major drainage
second only to the Saluda River as sampled along the highway corridor,
is the next watercourse. Crossing the Reedy and entering Greenville
County, Horse Creek, a tributary of the Reedy River, is encountered.
Going westward over Horse Creek, one is then on top of the major watershed
divide between the Reedy and Saluda Rivers. Passing down the divide to
the west, Mountain Creek is then met. Mountain Creek runs into the Saluda
about seven miles south of the corridor. The Saluda River is the largest
drainage crossed by the proposed corridor. Crossing over the Saluda
and simultaneously entering Anderson County, the next drainage is Broad
Mouth Creek which flows into the Saluda about 10 miles southeast of the
corridor. Coming up out of the valley of Broad Mouth Creek, the highway
path then encounters the major watershed divide between the Savannah
River on the west and the Saluda River on the east.
In terms of vegetation, the native flora of the entire South Carolina
Piedmont is considered to be Oak-Pine situated transitional to the Oak-
Hickory region of higher elevations and the Southern Evergreen forests
of the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Braun 1950; Kuchler 1964). In the Piedmont,
oaks and hickories are thought to have been dominant tree types prior
to the massive land clearings and environmental disruptions produced
by colonial settlement and contemporary land management practices. In
the Piedmont today, tremendous successional variation can be observed
due to the nearly continuous clearing and planting for cultigens and
pines for the lumber industry. In depth syntheses of paleo-ecological data
on prehistoric vegetation are provided in House and Ballenger (1976: 5-20)
as well as the Laurens Anderson monograph (Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.).
-2-
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FIELD METHODS
During the months of January through April of 1976, Dr. Albert C.
Goodyear and Mr. Neal Ackerly of the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
surveyed the proposed four-lane primary connector highway corridor between
u.s. 76 in Anderson County and u.s. 276 in Laurens County. This corridor
was a transect-like belt of land approximately 31.5 miles in length and
approximately 500 feet in width. The primary means of locating the proposed
route on the ground was from a xeroxed copy of a map composed of three
joined county highway maps (Laurens, Greenville, and Anderson) which
when blown up, resulted in a scale of one mile = one inch. This map
was the largest.and most precise document the South Carolina Highway
Department could provide at that time since the precise on-the-ground
alignment had not yet been mapped or staked. On the xerox map, the
proposed highway route was delineated by a broad strip that covered an
area on the ground about 500 feet in width. Thus, within the limitations
imposed by using such a map, we attempted to survey what would have been
the approximate right-of-way of the corridor as estimated from the broad
strip.
There was some difficulty in determining the field location of the
route from the xeroxed composite county highway map. The accuracy of
the route location and that of the subsequent placement of archeological
sites was improved through the use of u.s. Geological Survey 15 and
7.5 minute quadrangle maps. The county highway maps possess some of
the same roads and landforms as the U.S.G.S. maps, thereby permitting
some geographical correlation between the two sets of maps. All archeological
sites encountered have been placed on U.S.G.S. quad maps (Fig.2 ), and
there should be no difficulty determining the field location of a site
and its relationship to the final staked corridor. In order to further
facilitate the relocation of sites, aerial photographs (1"=660') covering
the entire route were used as another means of more accurately recording
site locations. These aerial photographs will prove to be invaluable
in the future for field locating highway impacted archeological sites.
The technique of surveying the corridor was basically that of an
intensive surface survey. We attempted to walk the complete route on
foot and examine all sections of exposed ground for indications of artifacts
or other cultural features. This method entailed walking the estimated
centerline in order that the margins on either side could be visually
inspected for any areas of bare ground. By so doing, we attempted to
give even survey coverage inside the corridor and we endeavored to walk
out the approximate centerline regardless of location. Even ravine sides
and bottoms, situations that might ordinarily be considered to have a low
probability of containing a site, were traversed. Since there is obviously
a great deal of variability in the amount and type of observable ground
due to the contemporary vegetation cover and land usage of the Piedmont,
all artifactual manifestations regardless of scale or density were
recorded and given a site number.
In terms of assigning artifacts to a provenience, the basic unit
of spatial control was that of the "site." The site as a spatial unit
varied a great deal since artifactual manifestations might present them-
-4-
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·- selves in a plowed field, sometimes 300 or 400 feet on a side, or simply in
a narrow logging road in a heavily forested area. Given the tremendous
time and labor costs of making subsurface determinations of site extent
for every site, no further estimates of site area were feasible beyond
describing the size of the area in which artifacts were exposed. The
fact that practically all of the Piedmont of South Carolina has been
at one time or another cleared, plowed, and eroded insures that most
sites will be near or on the ground surface. Thus, buried sites are
rare and only found in unusual circumstances.
When large sites were encountered, we would frequently break up
the area of artifact manifestation into meaningful subunits or loci
based on discrete sections of plowed fields or natural topographic units
such as hilltops, saddles or proximity to ravines. In some instances
a rrsite" was so extensive as to make a combined collection of different
subareas meaningless in spatial terms so it was arbitrarily broken into
separate collection loci. This being the case, loci have the same
analytical status or rank as those manifestations designated as sites
since there is very little difference in terms of the size of area repre-
sented. Often a large area producing materials would be broken arbitrarily
into loci in order to eliminate the extra labor of site assignments since
all loci could in reality be subsumed under the heading of "site." The
employment of the locus distinction within large sites is useful for
keeping some level of comparability in areal scale among all sites collected.
The system of site designation employed is basically the same as that
utilized in the 1-77 survey by House and Ballenger (1976: 49).
When a site was discovered, certain data were collected systematically
in the field. Attributes related to the condition of the site were observed
as they related to (1) morphology and preservation, and (2) conditions
that would affect intrasite sampling. Site morphology considers indications
of intrasite patterning of artifacts; evidence of midden staining; and
proximity to significant microenvironmental features such as water, topo-
graphic setting, and onsite or adjacent outcroppings of lithic raw materials
such as quartz, crystal, or diabase. While the majority of sites were
exposed on the ground surface and had been eroded to a great extent,
the degree of eros~on or preservation was noted primarily for assessing
the feasibility of future excavations that could focus on delineating
horizontal or spatial patterns on the intrasite level. It is likely
that those sites still exhibiting sandy loam top soils may have intact
subplowzone cultural deposits, although even these are not expected to be
vertically stratified.
On-site conditions that would affect intrasite surface collecting
were also systematically recorded. The nature of the exposed ground
was described in categories such as logging road, plowed field, cow paths
in pasture, creek bank, erosional gully, and so forth. In each case,
the degree of ground visibility was carefully described since factors
affecting visibility can obviously influence artifact collections. Ground
visibility ranged on a continuum from the best condition, that of a recently
plowed field with a recent rain, to the worst situation, that of a
thick forest with understory growth and leaf litter.
-8-
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When a site was encountered, one of two basic surface collecting
procedures was implemented. These are termed (1) controlled collections,
and (2) grab collections.
The technique most frequently utilized was controlled collections
(cf. House and Ballenger 1976: 50). This procedure consisted of collecting
all visible items of material culture from the ground surface regardless
~size. Such items as tiny debitage fragments and pieces of firecracked
rock which are often ignored in traditional collecting methods were also
consciously collected. The intent was to minimize sampling bias related
to the selective collection of artifacts by size and class. "Control,"
therefore, simply refers to eliminating human bias as much as possible
in terms of what is collected, thereby promoting a more representative
sample of material culture content from the site.
The second method, grab collection (cf. House and Ballenger 1976:
50), was employed in order to selectively gather certain types of artifacts.
For example, some sites that were near the suspected highway corridor
but probably not inside it were sometimes grab sampled for time-sensitive
artifacts to gain data about their occupational history or to gather unusual
or exotic raw materials. The method of data collection for every site
and locus is described in Appendix A.
The only systematic subsurface sample strategy applied to the corridor
was that of shovel testing on both margins of all flowing creeks. No
other environmental variables relevant to site location, hence sampling
stratification, were considered worth testing beforehand other than
stream margins. Test procedures involved excavating a l' x 3' slot trench
with a shovel down to subsoil and slicing through the soil with a trowel
searching for any artifacts. An effort was made to locate the shovel
test on the nearest reasonably flat area adjacent to a flowing stream
(cf. House and Ballenger 1976: 48). In some cases a test was made on
the floodplain of a stream if there was a likelihood that it contained
an alluvially buried site. The majority of shovel tests were made, however,
in colluvially derived soils situated on upland slopes immediately over-
looking a unit of flowing water. If a site was already observable on
the ground surface of a test location, no shovel testing was performed.
Occasionally, subsurface shovel testing was conducted in locations where
it was suspected that a site might be located, although not necessarily
in locations associated with flowing water.
The main reasons for using the subsurface shovel testing procedure
were to check for the existence of sites buried by either alluvial or
colluvially derived soils and to continue to examine the role of flowing
water in determining site location in the Piedmont (see House and Ballenger
1976: 121-124). Included within the search for buried sites should be
the category of protected or "preserved" sites or those remains unmodified
due to plowing or land clearing. Given the known erosional history of
the Piedmont (Trimble 1972), as well as any processes of sediment trans-
portation which may have occurred during the Holocene period, there is
some potential for buried sites along floodplains due to alluvial deposition
and on the edges of streams and ravines due to slope wash from higher
ground above.
-9-
Historic sites were collected for their artifacts in the same fashion
as prehistoric ones, except sites that were indicative of the 20th century.
Houses of the 20th and perhaps late 19th centuries that were still standing,
and in many cases presently occupied, were not designated as sites. Some
structures with field stone footings or supports and field stone and clay
or cement fireplaces and chimneys were encountered and these were all
designated as sites, surface collected, and photographed, even though
in some cases they were presently in use as hay barns.
-10-
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CULTURE-HISTORICAL PATTERNS OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES IN THE SURVEY CORRIDOR
The age, content, and geographical distribution of prehistoric and
early historic archeological remains are not well known in the South
Carolina Piedmont. In very recent years, large-scale regional surveys
such as the Laurens-Anderson survey and that performed for Interstate 77
(House and Ballenger 1976) have contributed valuable information allowing
the preliminary definition of the occupational history in the Piedmont.
The majority of cultural remains have been recovered in the upland areas
located away from major drainages, in a zone that has been classified
for purposes of settlement studies as the inter-riverine zone (House and
Ballenger 1976). Since the Laurens-Anderson corridor survey cut across
the major drainage basins, the majority of sites encountered represent
sites of the inter-riverine zone. The riverine vs. inter-riverine distinc-
tion has heuristic value at this point for the study of prehistoric and
historic cultural systems that existed in the Piedmont, since it is ex-
pected that abitoic and biotic resources critical for human adaptation
were, to a great extent, distributed seasonally and spatially by these
zones (House and Ballenger 1976; Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.).
The following brief discussion is intended to summarize survey findings
by culture-historical periods. More detailed descriptions and interpre-
tations can be found in the full-length report from which these observations
have been abstracted (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.). The raw data
supporting the cultural and temporal assignment of sites in the corridor
are presented in Appendix C•
No evidence of Paleo-Indian occupation, as indicated by fluted points,
was recovered in the survey corridor. This is not unexpected since the
Piedmont as a region appears to have had a light occupation during the
late Pleistocene judging from the relatively few fluted points that have
been found there. In the State-wide distributional study of fluted points
by James Michie (1976), it was determined that while a few fluted points
came from the Piedmont, the majority had been found in Coastal Plain and
Fall Line areas. The Laurens-Anderson survey area covered ground that
was almost exclusively referrable to the inter-riverine portion of the
I Piedmont. This factor would lessen the probability of encountering
Paleo-Indian materials, as Michie (1976) has noted that practically all
discoveries of fluted points have been made along the margins of major
rivers in the State.
-11-
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Early Archaic (81 000-5,500 B.C.)
One of the important substantive findings of the survey was the
surprising quantity of Early Archaic remains in the inter-riverine zone
of the survey area. Four sites produced what appear to be Dalton points
or points that exhibit attributes transitional from the classic Dalton
form to the Palmer (cf. Coe 1964: 66-68). While Dalton points have been
found fairly frequently in the South Carolina Piedmont associated with
major waterways, this survey indicates that they also appear infrequently
in the inter-riverine zone. Another significant finding of this survey
is the abundance of Palmer points recovered from the inter-riverine zone.
Twenty-four sites contained Palmer components as identified by the diagnostic
projectile points. These points fit well the attribute descriptions of
Palmer points given by Coe (1964: 67), especially regarding the corner
notching and heavily ground basal element. In contrast to the dominance
of Palmer points is the curious scarcity of post-Palmer Early Archaic
point forms such as the Kirk and Stanly. Only two sites from the survey
produced examples of either a Kirk or Stanly type.
Throughout the eastern United States well-made, highly formalized
unifacial flake tools tend to accompany Paleo-Indian and Early Archaic
tool kits. Unifacial tools were recovered from several sites in the
survey that may relate to the Early Archaic utilization of the inter-
riverine portion of the Piedmont. While a few of the better made unifaces
typical of early Holocene technologies were recovered, the majority can
be described as crude, expediently made and utilized tools, manufactured
on thick flakes or chunks of quartz. Based on attributes of flaking related
to the production of the unifacially retouched working edge, and to some
extent the association of these tools in surface collections with Palmer
points, it is hypothesized that the majority of unifaces are part of the
Palmer phase tool inventory. This a~sociation is suggested by dominance
of Palmer points, i.e., the scarcity of previous or later Early Archaic
point forms. Distributional studies of the locations of Palmer sites
in the inter-riverine zone indicate they can be found nearly everywhere
between the major drainages, but they appear to be particularly concentrated
on the major watershed divide ridgetops between the larger rivers.
The almost complete lack of time-sensitive points in the early
Middle Archaic seems to be a continuation of the situation characteristic
of the previous latter part of the Early Archaic phase. Based, however,
on the abundant quantities of Morrow Mountain points (I and II), recovered
from the survey which are known to follow Stanly points stratigraphically
(Cae 1964: 37-38), there is little doubt that an explosion in Piedmont
utilization took place sometime during the period of 5,000-4,000 B.C.
A total of 58 sites produced examples of Morrow Mountain I and II points,
a figure that far exceeds any other temporal period. Nearly all of these
points were made of quartz, a raw material readily available throughout
practically all parts of the Piedmont of South Carolina. Following- the
-12-
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Morrow Mountain points in time and probably coexistent to some extent,
were Guilford points, which were recovered from 19 sites. Like the Morrow
Mountains, practically all of the Guilford points were made of quartz.
Although it is difficult to demonstrate using only spatially uncontrolled
surface collections without the benefit of excavated data, it is exceedingly
likely that the bulk of the sites encountered .in the survey, which typically
yielded quantities of quartz debitage, are a product of Middle Archaic biface
manufacture (cf. House and Ballenger 1976). The debitage from all sites
is typically that of biface reduction from both manufacturing and maintenance
of quartz points and the Middle Archaic tool systems featuring the ubiquitous
Morrow Mountain and Guilford points are chiefly made of quartz. Other
artifacts which might go with the Middle Archaic occupations of the survey
area are difficult to recognize at this time since the definition of nearly
all South Carolina Archaic complexes remains incomplete.
Middle Archaic sites are characterized by monotonous arrays of hafted,
quartz stemmed bifaces and related debitage. Such sites taken together
are not only the most abundant, but also have the greatest geographical
dispersion or extensive occurrence throughout the survey area. \Vhile
other Archaic and Woodland phase sites archeologically express
utilization of the inter-riverine zone in the study area, the Middle
Archaic period represents the most extreme manifestation of widespread
utilization. Given our current thinking that these numerous sites
represent hunting camps related to white-tailed deer hunting (House
and Ballenger 1976), this pattern of site dispersion may he related
to either an increase in or spatial rearrangement of deer densities
in the inter-riverine zone at this time (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House
n.d.).
Late Archaic (3,000-800 B.C.)
Late Archaic sites are recognized in the early part of that
period by the Savannah River point and later in time by the Otarre
Stemmed type. The Late Archaic period in the Piedmont appears to he
essentially non-ceramic in contrast to the same period on the Coastal
Plain and coast where fiber-tempered ceramics and Savannah River points
are commonly associated.
Nine sites producing Savannah River points were encountered in
the survey. These points "t\Tere ordinarily found as individual·. examples from
a site. One site however, 38LU42, produced four specimens. This site,
also known as the Stoddard site (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.),
has a dark topsoil suggestive of a midden. Some fire-cracked rock was
collected from the surface, as well as four ground stone specimens
that may have been used in seed or nut grinding. It is likely that
these artifacts were associated with the Late Archaic occupation of
the site. A spatially controlled surface collection was made of
the plowed surface of the Stoddard site using circles 10 feet in
diameter. These surface data were then computer mapped giving inter-
esting intrasite spatial patterns of various artifact classes by time
-13-
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and function (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.). The Stoddard site
contrasts to a great extent, with other Late Archaic sites of the
Savannah River phase since it may represent some form of prolonged
habitation. As a rule, fire-cracked rock was not often found in sites
along the survey corridor, and ground stone tools such as mortars and
handstones were also quite rare (see Appendixes B & D).
Five stemmed points that appear to be what Keel (1976: 194-196)
has described as Otarre Stemmed, were found from five different sites.
These seem to date somewhat later than Savannah River points in the
Appalachian Summit area and by extrapolation, probably mark the time
between the Savannah River phase and the Early Woodland period of the
Piedmont.
The environmental distribution of Late Archaic sites is not especially
striking except to say that no sites were found associated with large
drainages (rank 3 or higher). In fact, most of the sites were not
closely associated with flowing water but appear to have been located
on ridge tops. The fact that Late Archaic period sites are present
in the inter-riverine zone is to some extent a new finding for Piedmont
prehistory. Late Archaic sites have been known in the Piedmont for
several years (Miller 1949; Coe 1964), but these have been associated
with larger river systems. These sites have also been those with midden-
like deposits and abundant evidence of habitation activities. The
inter-riverine sites offer the promise of examining different kinds
of settlement types along the lines of short-term extraction activities.
WoodZand Period (800 B.C.-A.D. 1200)
The identification and study of cultural occupations for this
time interval in the survey area and the wider Piedmont as well, are
seriously hampered by the lack of well-defined assemblages and their
chronologies. While the same might be said for practically any phase
of time in the Piedmont region of South Carolina, the situation is
particularly critical for the Woodland Period (Goodyear, Ackerly,
and House n.d.). Crude dating and culture-historical identification
of artifacts recovered from the survey from this broad period have
been accomplished for the most part by cross references to sites in
adjacent states with well-defined sequences (Coe 1964; Keel 1976; Caldwell
1950; Wauchope 1966; Garrow 1976). In many cases the ceramic remains
recovered from our surface survey were small, eroded, plain sherds or
decorated pieces that were heavily eroded. Thus, the best that could
be done was to describe them by temper. Prehistoric ceramic data for
the Woodland through Mississippian periods are presented in Appendix C.
A probable Early Woodland ceramic complex was identified at a few
sites in the survey, primarily from sites 38LU55, 38GR5l, 38GR52, 38AN85,
and 38AN86. The diagnostic sherds are predominantly tempered with coarse
sand rather than crushed rock grit. In this fashion they resemble most
closely the Kellog or Dunlap ceramics of north Georgia (Caldwell
1950; Wauchope 1966: 46-47), although they also resemble in many ways
the Swannanoa series of the Appalachian Summit area defined by Keel
(1976) and the Badin and Yadkin series of the North Carolina Piedmont
-14-
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(Coe 1964). In the present survey, a number of large triangular Yadkin-
like points and Swannanoa Stemmed points appear to be part of the Early
Woodland cultural inventory (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.).
Evidence for a Middle Woodland occupation in the survey corridor
is meager, but there is little doubt, based on ceramic collections
from sites in the nearby Reedy River area, that such a complex exists.
A Connestee-like ceramic complex definitely appears along the flood-
plain of the Reedy River in such sites as 38GR30 and 38GR32, and
particularly the extensive site of the Putman Place (38LUS). This
complex is characterized by thin, fine sand tempered sherds with occasional
irregular simple stamping (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.). The site
of 38LU53 recovered in the survey zone and located on the immediate
east bank of North Rabon Creek yielded examples of Connestee-like
ware from a test pit. 38LUS3 was without doubt one of the best preserved
sites encountered in the entire survey. It appears to be a small
Middle Woodland hamlet associated with a rank 3 drainage. Other com-
ponents may be present as well. Our limited subsurface testing indicated
that the site may never have been plowed and that intact artifact
bearing zones go as deep as 50 centimeters. Fire-cracked rocks lying
in situ indicating hearths were found about 20 em. below surface.
Evidence of possible Late Woodland occupation in the Laurens-
Anderson survey zone is limited to two triangular arrowpoints with incurvate
blades. One each was found at 38GR47 and 38AN74-Locus 3. These points
closely resemble the Hamilton Triangular type from eastern Tennessee
(Lewis and Kneberg 1946: 110-111) and the Uwharrie or Pee Dee Triangular
type described by Coe (1964: 49, 121). The exact temporal range of
these points and their association with any ceramic complex in the
South Carolina Piedmont remains unknown (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House
n.d.).
One of the most significant research findings of the Laurens-
Anderson survey was the discovery that Early and Middle Woodland sites
are relatively frequent in the inter-riverine zone of the Piedmont.
The density of ceramic and lithic remains at such sites as 38GRSl,
38GR52, 38LU55 and 38LU53 are strongly indicative of habitation
settlements. With the exception of 38LU53, these sites plus other
smaller ones tend to be located on south-facing slopes, locations that
would be warmer, and therefore desirable during winter months. It is
undoubtedly significant that none of these sites except 38LU53 is
located on large streams that would produce wild food resources
normally available in the spring and summer months. It is our current
hypothesis that such Woodland sites represent fall and perhaps winter
habitation camps, probably devoted to deer hunting and nut gathering
(Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.). The Middle woodland site of 38LU53
is interesting in that it possibility represents a habitation site
related to perhaps any subsistence season, including spring and summer.
This is the case since it is located directly on the bank of the North
Fork of Rabon Creek, which is a reasonably large stream (rank 3).
Conceivably, a stream of this magnitude could support anadromous fish
runs, as well as collectable plant foods growing in the mesic alluvial
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soils of the floodplain. The testing of hypotheses regarding the
settlement-subsistence position of these Early and Middle Woodland.
sites will require excavated data, as well as detailed biophysical regional
analysis of resources available in Piedmont streams and their margins.
Mississippian Period (A.D. 1200-A.D. 1600)
This period of time is represented by numerous, small, triangular
arrow points but very little ceramic material. Only one complicated
stamped sherd was found, that being from 38GR43-Locus 3. Small,
straight-side arrow points were found at five sites in the survey.
No site was found to produce large quantities of these points, as
individual finds seem to predominate (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House
n.d.).
On 19 sites a distinctive black opaque and blue or gray translucent
chert was found. This material matches very well what is called
"Ridge and Valley Chert," known to be naturally available in the Ridge
and Valley Province beyond the Appalachians to the west. In the Piedmont
and Fall Line areas of South Carolina this material was frequently
used to make Early Archaic Palmer and Kirk points or small Mississippian
triangular or pentagonal points (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.).
Several small triangular and pentagonal points made of the more translucent
grey and blue chert have been found on the Reedy River at the Putnam
Place (38LU5). 38LU38 and 38LU65 produced a concentration of small
flakes of bifacial retouch made exclusively of the translucent variety
of the chert. One unfinished, small, triangular point of the same material
was found at 38LU65, further suggesting a Mississippian utilization
of the material and occupation of this site. One hypothesis to explain
the occurrence of these sites is that they represent late prehistoric
or protohistoric fall-winter deer hunting camps similar to these
described historically for the Creek (Canouts 1971: 72-73). Small
fragments of pottery were found at those two sites, but could not be
identified as Mississippian. At any rate, the Mississippian pattern
of inter-riverine utilization appears to be one of moderate and widespread
distributions of arrow points with few or no ceramics associated, a
pattern that reinforces the concept of small deer hunting ~amps located
away from larger villages situated on high rank drainages such as
Savannah and Saluda (Goodyear, Ackerly, and House n.d.).
Histo~ic Period (A.D. 1600-1900)
Although some well-preserved and well-dated historic sites have been
excavated and studied in the South Carolina Piedmont, like prehistoric
archeology, historical archeology too has only recently begun to explore
the Piedmont. As House and Ballenger (1976: 29) have noted, most previous
historic sites studies have concentrated on historically documented ruins
such as Ninety Six (South 1971; Holschlag and Rodeffer 1976), the Price
House (South 1970), and Bratton House (Wilkins, Hunter and Carrillo 1975).
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Early colonial land use in the Piedmont during the 1700's was
focused on agriculture, particularly on the bottomland soils of the
major drainages. These soils were quite rich, easily tilled and sold
at prices from three to six times higher than upland acreage in the
inter-riverine zone. During the early 1800's with economic boom associated
with the cotton gin, Wnite and slave populations expanded and farming
moved into the inter-riverine or upland zones. This expansion of
cultivated land coupled with disastrous farming practices lead to wide-
spread and irrevocable damage to the soils through erosion (Trimble 1972,
1974). One of the archeological consequences of soil erosion in the
Piedmont is the destruction of many prehistoric as well as historic
sites (see House and Ballenger 1976).
After the end of the Civil War and the breaking up of the old
plantation system of land use, the system of share-cropping began. Many
former Black slaves, as well as poor whites, participated in this economy.
The settlement pattern of this time, especially in the inter-riverine zone,
seems to have been characterized by inexpensive housing occupied for short
periods by succeeding tenants.
Twenty-eight historic sites were found in the Laurens-Anderson survey_
Practically all of these were characterized by ceramic artifacts deposited
during the 1800's. Unfortunately, poor ground visibility often interferred
with surface collecting and sherd counts from these sites are typically
quite low. This creates a situation in which dating of sites using
ceramics is very tenuous. Most of these sites appear to represent
refuse from share-cropping settlements, although 'the associated living
structures have long since been torn down leaving only scatters of
durable artifacts of ceramic and metal. Three sites exhibited structural
features still standing such as chimneys, and in the case of 38LU33,
the~e was an uninhabited house with a spring still available for study.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES IN THE LAURENS-ANDERSON PRIMARY
CONNECTOR SURVEY AND THEIR ELIGIBILITY FOR THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
Evaluating the archeological remains recorded in the survey was done
in part toward assessing their qualities as regards inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places. Considering the criteria for
evaluation for the National Register (36 CFR PART 60: Section 60.6)
we submit that criterion Il(d) That have yielded, or may be likely to
yield, information important to prehistory or history" is the only relevant
or pertinent category. None of the sites have, to our knowledge, important
ethnic, religious, or historical heritage qualities, nor do any have
recreational or educational value for public display. All sites described
as being "eligible" in the survey area can best have their qualities or
values realized through systematic scientific data collection and study.
Thus, we recommend that no sites be nominated to the National Register
for purposes of preservation in place.
Given the large number of sites recorded, assignment of significance
and determination of eligibility will be handled on a categorical basis.
It is not necessary to have a site-by-site discussion of significant
qualities. Rather, since the majority of the sites share in common certain
basic elements of significance, the categories of significance will be
discussed and justified and any site meeting one or more of the categories
is determined to be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.
Categories of Signi[iaarlae
Anthropological Signifiaarlae
Anthropological significance relates to important information that
a site or set of sites might yield regarding fundamental questions of
human cultural diversity, patterns of adaptive responses among living and
extinct cultures, and questions relating to how human societies of whatever
type function and why societies change (see Binford 1962; Plog 1974).
Anthropologists and archeologists in South Carolina as well as other states
are interested in learning about various means of adaptation to environment
through culture. Specifically in the Piedmont area, we are attempting
to study how cultural systems have for the past 12,000 years used the
Piedmont in terms of its basic environmental qualities. To date, a
heuristic model has been formulated that seeks to explain the differential
distribution through time and space of human activities as they occurred
and may have been influenced by the riverine vs. the inter-riverine zones
of the Piedmont (see House and Ballenger 1976; Goodyear, Ackerly, and House
n.d.). This strong geographical structure appears to have had great
influence on the organization and distribution of settlement patterns
for all cultural systems existing in the Piedmont, including the recent
historical period. As archeologists begin to study long term human
adaptations in the Piedmont with successful models, useful knowledge will
be contributed to social science in general as it seeks to understand human
cultural diversity.
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The Piedmont is important as a distinctive environmental zone that
lies between the Blue Ridge Mountains and the Atlantic Coastal Plain. It
is important to learn how populations residing there for the past 12,000
years not only made their livings, but how they articulated with people
living in mountain and coastal provinces. Several prehistoric stone
artifacts have been found in the Piedmont that provide hard evidence
of interaction between people residing in the Piedmont and those in
adjacent environments. Thus, it is important to understand how cultural
systems communicated and interacted on an interegional level as well as
within a single physiographic province. Ultimately, these interactions
need to be correlated and reconstructed for the position of South Carolina
in the wider eastern u.S. (see Ford 1974). While in many cases the
.specific studies seem remote from these broader anthropological goals,
all of our individual studies are ultimately directed and motivated by
these general social scientific goals (Goodyear 1975; South 1977).
Substantive Signifioanoe
In order to realize these larger anthropological goals, reconstructions
that are meaningful in behavioral or functional terms must be made for
past cultural systems. Our current method of. making these necessary case
studies is through the development and testing of settlement-subsistence
models (House and Ballenger 1976; Goodyear, Ackerly and House n.d.).
Much of this activity is taken up by studying the types of sites, their
artifactual contents, and their various ecologically significant
locations in the Piedmont in terms of hypotheses of past human activities.
Such studies allow us to archeologically identify certain behaviors
which in turn are examined for their higher levels of patterning on an
intersite basis. Without these functional studies it is not possible
to compare and contrast cultural change on a diachronic basis.
Substantive studies such as these analyze artifact assemblages for
their technological and functional properties, conditions under which
such artifacts would be deposited in both cultural and natural terms
(Schiffer 1976), and for significant intrasite patterning of artifacts
felt to be indicative of different activity areas. These forms of
studies are critical for models of cultural dynamics and their importance
has been discussed in the General Research Design prepared for the highway
archeology program as it is conducted by the Institute (Goodyear 1975).
Each prehistoric and historic cultural system identified in the
Piedmont will require such studies in order to realize or appreciate the
functional organizations characteristic of each. An example can be
provided from the early Woodland utilization of the inter-riverine zone.
Certain sites were discovered by the Laurens-Anderson survey that possessed
quantities of fabric marked pottery known to date in other states at
around 800 B.C. Such sites in the survey were highly infrequent but
appear to have artifacts present that suggest they may have been used
as habitation camps, perhaps by groups of people of larger size than
simple task groups. We have developed two hypotheses to explain
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the existence of these early Woodland sites, which, based on previous
survey knowledge, were not known to exist so far away from major drainages.
First, such sites represent an intensification of fall-early winter
deer hunting and nut gathering by hunter-gatherer groups who lived a few
hundred years before the time of Christ. Their basic home villages
should occur on major drainages with riparian and riverine-associated
bitoic resources. The inter-riverine camps, however, represent a need
to position male-female task groups in the fall-early winter resource
zone in order to gather more of these storable resources than could
be obtained by merely traveling to and from the riverine home villages.
A second hypothesis states that such habitation sites in fact represent
year-round settlement in the inter-riverine zone. In other words, groups
could reside in both the riverine and inter-riverine zones of the
Piedmont simultaneously with no locational shifts according to resource
seasons.
Me thodo lOfJiaa l SifJ!lifiaanae
This refers to the innovation or improvement of archeological methods
whereby the study and understanding of past cultural systems can advance
(cf. House and Schiffer 1975: 174-178). In the archeology of the Piedmont
we are currently at somewhat of a standstill regarding data collection
from surface surveys and the ability to relate such data to site functions
(House and Ballenger 1976). This is the case since nearly all of the
sites observed to date are thin, shallow deposits that have been
plowed or cleared thereby necessitating the use of highly controlled
spatial collections in order to appreciate their intrasite or horizontal
patterns. Furthermore, evenly controlled surface collections are usually
impossible to make since the visibility of ground surfaces tends to be
quite variable. Often, due to extensive vegetation cover, it is
impossible to even define the size of a site based on surface indications.
Grid defined spatial excavations are badly needed in order to begin
the study of functional and compositional regularities of Piedmont sites
This is true for both prehistoric and historic sites (Goodyear, Ackerly,
and House n.d.). The necessary excavation techniques have been outlined
and even attempted in one case with excellent results (House and Wogaman n.d.).
As more of these shallow sites are excavated in the manner of Windy Ridge
(38FAll8) (see House and Wogaman n.d.), it will be possible to then
evaluate and hopefull modify survey techniques commonly used in cultural
resource management studies. Most of the Piedmont sites, regardless
of temporal position, seem to be formed through multiple episodes of
occupation by one or more cultural groups. In spite of the reoccupation
problem, it has been shown (House and Wogaman n.d.) that well-controlled
grid excavations can easily detect discrete depositional episodes.
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Preservation
The degree of preservation of Piedmont sites is an extremely
relevant concept for significance. This is the case since the historic
land use of the Piedmont has caused massive erosion of the topsoil to
the result that nearly all archeological sites have either been damaged
to some extent or completely destroyed. It seems to be the case that
most upland sites were probably never vertically stratified to begin
with, as all cultural material would have been restricted to the
sandy loam A surface horizon. As land was cleared and continually
cultivated using poor soil management practices, much of the A horizon
was washed away, ultimately ending in the drainage systems (Trimble 1974).
When erosion has been so severe as to leave just the underlying clayish
red B horizon, only the larger heavier artifacts may be left or perhaps
none at all. Many sites, however, still have some of their A horizons
left although they have eroded downward. In these situations, numerous
artifacts of all size ranges can still be seen, often in dense numbers,
indicating that, although artifacts may have settled downward due to soil
loss, the site is still roughly intact spatially. The excavation of Windy
Ridge (38FAI18) by House and Wogaman (n.d.) was a good example of this
situation and their excavations were rewarded by finding numerous spatially
discrete concentrations of prehistoric artifacts interpretable as
"activity areas." In this report, sites with enough of their topsoils
remaining to permit excavation using spatially controlled grids were
considered to be eligible for the National Register.
Documentation of Archeological Remains from Surveyed Sites and Identification
of Sites Eligible fo~ the National Register of Historic PZaces
As indicated, much of this present report has been abstracted from
the larger study conducted in a more comprehensive manner (Goodyear,
Ackerly, and House n.d.). In order to document certain important
qualities of the sites, several appendices have been provided that list
pertinent data (Appendices A-F). These contain important descriptions
regarding site condition, size, and microenvironmental variables (Appendix
A); detailed typological analyses of prehistoric lithic and ceramic artifacts
(Appendix B); listings by site of all culture-historical and time-sensitive
artifacts (Appendix C); descriptions of ground, pecked and battered stone
artifacts by site (Appendix D); brief description of historic sites
and their approximate age (Appendix E); and all sites that have been
identified as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places
(Appendix F). The procedure used for assigning a site to status of
eligibility was based upon the four categories of significance. If a
site qualified for one or more of these categories it was defined as eligible.
The site of 38GR44 represents the remains of a vandalized White
cemetery used during the 1850's. While this site is not considered
eligible for the National Register, some appropriate action should be
taken by the Highway Department toward removing the graves. One
paleobotanical site located on the west bank of Broadmouth Creek in
-21-
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Anderson County is considered eligible for the National Register.
Although no radiocarbon dating has been performed on the vegetable matter
nor has there been any pollen analysis on the sediments, this site is
considered eligible since it might potentially represent a Pleistocene
or Holocene deposit. Late Pleistocene and Holocene sediments in the
Piedmont are quite rare and represent valuable scientific resources for
the study of ancient climate and environmen~•
\
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTIVE ATTRIBUTES OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES RECORDED BY THE LAURENS-ANDBRSON SURVEY
Site Topographic Site Extent/ Condition/
Number Position Facing Slope % Surface ColI. Area Present Use
38LU30-Ll Ridgetop NE 3 250' x 400' me, c
38LU30-L2 Ridgetop NE 3 800' x 350' me, c
38LU30-L3 Ridgetop NE 3 350' x 400' me, c
38LU3l Nose NE 3 test pit se, p
38LU32 Nose E 3 test pit se, p
38LU33 Nose NW 12 test pit se, barn
38LU34 Ridgetop 0 20' x 200' he, w
38LU35-Ll Stream bedl 0
38LU35-L2 Nose E 4 i he, p
38LU35-L3 Nose E 4 25' x 80' he, p
38LU35-L4 Nose E 4 i he, p
38LU36 Nose NE 2 50' x 100' se, p
38LU37 Ridgetop E 1 100' x 450' ed, i
38LU38 Sideslope E 5 6' x 425' se, P
38LU39 Hollow SE 2 25' x 130' ed, plant nursery
38LU40 Sides10pe E 4 6' x 170' se, plant nursery
38LU4l Hollow SW 2 6' x 30' se, P
38LU42-Ll Nose E 1 100' x 100' se, c
38LU42-L2 Nose SW 1 230' x 330' se, P
38LU42-L3 Nose SW 7 200' x 320' se, c
38LU43 Sides10pe NW 3 100' x 170' se, c
38LU44 Sides lope E 5 i he, c
38LU45 Sides10pe SE 3 250' x 500' me, c
38LU46 Ridgetop NE 2 6' x 250' se, p
38LU47 Saddle NW 3 6' x 1000' se, w
Note: lArtifacts presumably eroded from a location upstream.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTIVE ATTRIBUTES OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES RECORDED BY THE LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY
Site Topographic Site Extent/ Condition/
Number Position Facing Slope % Surface ColI. Area Present Use
38LU48 Sides lope NE 6 i se, w
38LU49 Sides lope W 5 100' x 100' se, c
38LU50 Sideslope SE 5 i me, c
38LU51-L2 Nose W 6 6' x 470' se, W
38LU51-L2 Valley floodplain 0 test pit a11uviated, W
38LU52 Sides lope SW 10 6' x 6' se, W
38LU53 Nose Sl-l 6 test pit se, W
I 38LU54-L1 Ridgetop NE 2 300' x 400' i, cN
V1 38LU54-L2 Ridgetop NE 2 10' x 400' i, cI 38LU54-L3 Sides10pe NE 7 400' x 250' i, c
38LU54-L4 Sideslope NE 10 200' x 350' he, p
38LU54-L5A Sides lope NE 10 10' x 10' he, p
38LU54-L5B Sides lope NE 10 20' x 20' he, p
38LU55 Sides10pe SE 3 30' x 130' se, p
38LU56-LA Nose W 8 i he, c
38LU56-LB Nose W 4 i he, p
38LU57 Nose NW 4 170' x 45' ed, pigpen
38LU58 Nose SW 4 5' x 10' se, p
38LU59 Nose NE 5 100' x 150' me, p
38LU60 Nose NE 12 200' x 200' he, p
38LU61-L1 Ridgetop NE 1 50' x 100' se, c
38LU61-L2 Nose NE 2 200' x 200' me, c
38LU61-L3 Nose NE 1 200' x 350' he, c
38LU62 Ridgetop E 1 50' x 50' se, c
38LU63 Nose N 1 test pit se, W
@
APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTIVE ATTRIBUTES OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES RECORDED BY THE LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY
Site Topographic Site Extent/ Condition/
Number Position Facing Slope % Surface ColI. Area Present Use
38LU64 Ridgetop W 2 200' x 350' i, c
38LU65 Sideslope SW 6 6' x 200' se, p
38LU66 Nose W 8 i he, p
38LU67 Nose SE 5 i he, c
38LU68 Ridgetop
-
E 3 10' x 500' me, w
38LU69 Ridgetop E 2 10' x 300' me, dump
38LU70 Sides lope W 8 i me; fl, T"v
I 38LU7l Ridgetop W 5 200' x 300' se, c
N 38LU72 Nose S 2 i? me, w0'
I 38GR33 Ridgetop E 1 75' x 250' se, p
38GR34 Ridgetop 0 ISO' x 200' me, c
38GR3S Nose 0 6' x 100' me, c
38GR36 Nose N 3 test pit se, w
38GR37 Nose S 61 20' x 100' me, c
38GR38 Nose S 6 100' x 300' me, c
38GR39-Ll Ridgetop NE 3 75' x 125' se, c
38GR39-L2 Ridgetop NE 4 100' x 350' se, c
38GR40 Nose N 6 i me, w
38GR4l Nose N 6 i me, p
38GR42 Ridgetop 0 225' x 400' me, c
38GR43-Ll Ridgetop NE 2 250' x 300' me, c
38GR43-L2 Ridgetop E 2 250' x 300' me, c
38GR43-L3 Ridgetop E 2 300' x 300' me, c
38GR43-L4 Saddle N 2 70' x 700' me, c
38GR44 Ridgetop W 4 i se; c, w
Note: lSite 38GR37 is on small flat area of ridge nose, overlooking a stream.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTI1'2 tiTTRIBUTES OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES RECORDED BY THE LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY
Site Topographic Site Extent/ Condition/
Number Position Facing Slope % Surface ColI. Area Present Use
38GR45-Ll Ridgetop 0 30' x 40 me, e
38GR45-L2 Sides lope S 8 50' x 75' me, e
38GR46 Nose S 2 100' x 50' me, e
38GR47 Ridgetop 0 100' x 150' i, e
38GR48 Ridgetop 0 300' x 600' me, e
38GR49-Ll Ridgetop W 5 100' x 125' me, e
38GR49-L2 Ridgetop W 5 i me, e
I 38GRSO Sideslope S 8 75' dia. he, eleN
-.....I 38GR5l Nose S 3 200' 300' ed, e1eI x
38GR52 Nose S 5 300' x 300' ed, ele
38GR53 Sides lope S 3 i ed, ele
38GR54 Sideslope S 13 i i, w
38GR55-Ll Ridgetop SE 6 75' x 300' se, e
38GR55-L2 Ridgetop SE 6 75' x 75' se, c
38GR56 Sideslope SW 10 i me, £1
38GR57-Ll Ridgetop 0 40' x 80' me, e
38GR57-L2 Sideslope W 5 40' x 350' se, e
38GR57-L3 Nose N 3 i i, e
38GR58 Ridgetop 0 50' x 50' me, c
38GR59 Ridgetop E 5 75' x 300' me, p
38GR60 Sideslope E 8 200' x 350' me, e
38GR6l Sideslope E 8 350' x 500' he, e
38GR62 Hollow W 3 200' x 200' he, £1
38GR63 Nose NW 2 i he, p
38GR64 Nose W 2 6' x 300' me, p
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTIVE ATTRIBUTES OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES RECORDED BY THE LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY
Site Topographic Site Extent/ Condition/
Number Position Facing Slope % Surface Coll. Area Present Use
38AN40 Nose N 5 6' x 100' me, w
38Ai~4l Nose SE 10 6' x 30' me, w
38AN42-Ll Ridgetop NE 2 i me, fl
38AN42-L2 Ridgetop NE 2 i me, fl
38AN43 Ridgetop 0 250' x 350' me, c
38AN44-Ll Ridgetop SE 5 i se, c
38AN44-L2 Ridgetop SE 5 100' x 150' se, c
38AN45 Ridgetop 0 i i, cI 38AN46 Ridgetop S 5 200' 225' ?'N X me, c00
I 38AN47-Ll Ridgetop SE 5 i me, p
38AN47-L2 Ridgetop SE 5 i me, p
38AN47-L3 Ridgetop SE 5 i me, p
38AN48 Ridgetop N 2 i me, p
38AN49-Ll Ridgetop N 3 i me, p
38AN49-L2 Nose N 3 i me, p\
38AN50 Ridgetop SW 5 50' x 300' me, <:
38AN5l-Ll Ridgetop SE 5 i me, c
38AN5l-L2 Sideslope SE 7 i me, c
38AN52 Sideslope E 7 i me, fl
38AN53 Hollow E 3 40' x 100' se, c
38AN54 Ridgetop NE 2 50' dia. me, residence
38AN55 Ridgetop 0 i se, c
38AN56 Ridgetop 0 i se, c
38AN57 Sideslope W 5 i se, c
38AN58 Hollow NW 2 i he, c
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTF/E AT?RIBUTES OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES RECORDED BY THE LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY
Site Topographic Site Extent/ Condition/
Number Position Facing Slope % Surface ColI. Area Present Use
38AN59 Ridgetop NW 2 i set c
38AN60 Sides lope E 7 10' x 150' set w
38AN6l Ridgetop 0 70' x 130' se, c
38AN62-Ll Ridgetop 0 40' x 60' me, c
38AN62-L2 Ridgetop 0 40' x 60' met c
38AN63-Ll Ridgetop 0 40' x 80' me, c
39AN63-L2 Ridgetop 0 75' x 200 ' met c
38AN64 Ridgetop 0 i set cI
N 38AN65-Ll Ridgetop SW 2 i i, c\0
I 38AN65-L2 Ridgetop SW 2 i i, c
38AN66 Hollow SW 2 i met c
38AN67 Nose S 7 i met clc
38AN68 Sides lope E 6 i me, c
38AN69-Ll Ridgetop 0 40' x 100' set c
38AN69-L2 Ridgetop W 2 75' x 100' se, c
38AN69-L3 Ridgetop 0 40' x 50' se, c
38AN69-L4 Ridgetop N 5 i met c
38AN70 Ridgetop 0 i me, c
38AN72 Hollow SE 2 20' x 40' se, p
38AN73-Ll Nose SE 8 20' x 40' se, p
38AN73-L2 Nose SE 8 50' x 100' se, p
38AN74-Ll Sideslope SE 2 300' x 400' se, c
38AN74-L2 Sideslope SE 2 250' x 300' se, c
38AN74-L3 Nose E 2 871 ft. 2 se, c
38AN75 Hollow SE 3 test pit me, w
38AN76 Nose NW 8 75' x 125' me, fl
38AN77 Sideslope NW 16 test pit me, w
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:JESCRIPTIVE ATTRIBUTES OF ARCHEOLOGICAD SITES RECORDED BY THE LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY
Site Topographic Site Extent/ Condition/
Number Position Facing Slope % Surface ColI. Area Present Use
38AN78 Ridgetop SE 1 i me, p
38AN79 Ridgetop E 4 i me, p
38AN80 Nose SW 2 300' x 700' se, p
38AN8l Ridgetop 0 200' x 450' me, c
38AN82 Hollow E 4 150' x 450' me, f1
38AN83 Ridgetop E 2 i i, c
38AN84 Ridgetop 0 475' x 925' me, c
I 38AN85 Ridgetop E 6 50' x 150' se, c
w
0
I 38AN86 Ridgetop 0 270' x 660' se, c
38AN87 Ridgetop S 2 800' ?x 900' me, c
38AN88 Ridgetop S 3 75' x 100' se, p
38AN89 Ridgetop S 2 25' dia. he, w
38AN90 Ridgetop W 3 30' x 150' he, w
®
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APPENDIX B
2T:-'i.:J:JI::AL .::"':IAiJYSIS OF THE PREHISTORIC MATERIALS FROM LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY COLLECTIONS
Pre-
Fire Flake Points forms
Site no. crkd Other Thinning tools Flk l-lho1e Whole Biface Grnd Other
and method (grams) Chnks flks f1ks (I!too1sll!edges) Unif cores (Frags. ) (Frags.) blanks stn lith Ceram
38LU30-L1,c 0 7 10 14 0 0 0 (3) 0 3 0 0 0
38LU30-L2,c 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38LU30-L3,c 0 11 5 5 0 0 0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0
38LU31,tps 1-5 14 8 7 0 0 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0
I 38LU32,tpl 0 0w 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0~
I 38LU32,tp4 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38LU33,tpl 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38LU33,tp2 (no prehistoric artifacts)
38LU34,c 0 6 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
38LU35-L1,g 0 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38LU35-L2,tp 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38LU35-L3,c 0 18 9 19 0 0 0 (1) 0 1 0 0 0
38LU35-L4 (no prehistoric artifacts)
38LU36,c 0 10 6 20 0 0 0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0
38LU37,c 0 9 5 3 0 0 1 1 (1) 0 0 0 0
38LU38,c 820? 50 178 156 0 0 0 (4) (1) 4 0 0 x
38LU39,c 6? 78 116 65 III 0 1 1(2) (2) 3 0 0 x
38LU40,c 0 11 3 15 0 0 1 (2) 0 0 0 0 0
38LU41,c 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 x 0 0
·'. ...
APPENDIX B
" ..
:-::'PC:C:J7C.:"'L ANALYSIS OF THE PREHIS'7'CRIC MATERIALS FROM LAURENS-ANDERSON SURFEY COLLECTIONS
Pre-
Fire Flake Points forms
Site no. crkd Other Thinning tools F1k Whole Whole Biface Grnd Other
and method (grams) Chnks f1ks f1ks (IItools/lledges) Unif cores (Frags.) (Frags.) blanks stn lith Ceram
38LU42-L1,c 0 78 95 94 2/2 0 7 (4) 7 10 0 0 0
38LU42-L2,g 0 13 22 29 0 0 1 0 6 5 0 01 038LU42-L3,c 923 21 65 60 2/2 0 0 (6) 2 3 0 22 x38LU42-L3,g 697 30 120 122 1/1 0 8 6(7) 1 (2) 11 x 5 0
38LU43,c 0 8 2 0 0 0 0 (2) 0 1 0 0 x
38LU44,g 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0
38LU45,c 0 43 54 54 1/1 0 8 2(4) (2) 6 0 0 0
I 38LU46,c 0 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0W
N 38LU47,g 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0I
38LU48,g 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0
38LU49,c 0 13 3 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38LU50,g 0 5 3 0 0 1 1 0 (1) 0 0 0 0
38LU5l-Ll,c 0 28 23 21 0 0 2 0 0 4 0 0 0
38LU5l-L2,tp 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38LU52,g 0 86 52 48 1/1 0 3 (1) 0 4 0 0 0
Notes: lTwo fragments of unclassified bifaces20ne ovate biface, 1 unclassified pointed biface, 3 miscellaneous unclassified bifaces
.....
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TYPOLOGT_-'A:" f...:.T.':"'~~··SI3 OF THE PREHISTORIC MATERIALS FROM LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY COLLECTIONS
Pre-
Fire Flake Points forms
Site no. crkd Other Thinning tools Flk Whole Whole Biface Grnd Other
and method (grams) Chnks flks flks (lltools/lledges) Unif cores (Frags.) (Frags.) blanks stn lith Ceram
38LU53, tpl l 390 2 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x38LU53,tp22 424 9 11 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x38LU54-L1,c 0 9 15 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 038LU54-L2,c 0 176 207 259 0 1 0 2(15) (3) 22 0 2 038LU54-L3,c 0 34 23 19 0 0 1 (3) 0 0 0 0 0
38LU54-L4,c 182 57 58 155 0 0 2 (2) (4) 3 x 13 x
I 38LU54-L5A,c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 xw 38LU54-L5B,c 0 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 (1) 0 0 04 0wI 38LU55,c 199 100 179 250 1/1 0 2 1(18) 1 9 0 1 x38LU56-A,g? 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 (1) 0 1 0 0 0
38LU56-B,g 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 038LU57,c 0 2 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 038LU58,c 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 038LU59,c 0 189 140 71 1/2 0 0 (2) (1) 11 0 0 0
38LU60,g 0 4 6 5 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 038LU61-L1,c 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 (4) 0 2 0 0 038LU61-L2,c 0 10 13 16 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 038LU61-L3,c 0 18 29 30 0 0 3 (8) 2 0 0 0 x38LU62,c 0 9 10 17 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Notes: IFill chopped and examined but not screened
2Fi11 screened through 1/4" mesh
3Core chopper
4Piece of hematite, possible pigment
" ..
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TYP:'LOGIC:"':" ;':l.~:"lSIS OF TilE PREHISTORIC l'v1ATERIALS FROM LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY COLLECTIONS
Pre-
Fire Flake Points forms
Site no. crkd Other Thinning tools Whole Whole Biface Grnd Other
and method (grams) Chnks flks flks (IItools/lIedges) Unif cores (Frags.) (Frags.) blanks stn lith Ceram
38LU63,tpl , 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38LU64,c 594? 63 38 57 5/6 0 7 (17) (4) 12 0 0 0
38LU65,c 0 19 21 45 0 0 1 (5)
°
1 0 0 0
38LU66,g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
38LU67,c 0 14 21 9 0 0
°
(2) 0 2 0 0 0
38LU68,c 0 18 4 9 0 0
°
(5) 0 0 0 0 0
38LU69,c 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 38LU70,c 0 159 63 18 0 0
°
(1)
°
4 0 0 0w
~ 38LU71,g 0 5 15 17 0 0 2 (2) 0 5 0 0 0I
38LU72,g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
38GR33,c 30 17 22 21 1/1 0 2 2(1) 1 3 0 0 0
38GR34,c 0 44 14 17 6/7 1 3 (9) 2 5 x 0 0
38GR35,g 0 7 6 5 0 0 0 (1) 1 0 0 0 0
38GR36,tpl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
38GR37,g 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 x
38GR38,c 0 15 25 18 1/2 0 3 (6) 0 1 0 0 x
38GR39-L1,c 0 21 16 34 0 0 1 (4) (1) 2 0 0 0
38GR39-L2,c 0 5 9 10 0 0 1 (3) 0 2 0 0 0
38GR40,g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 0
38GR4l,g 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38GR42,c 200 36 29 26 1/1 0 1 1 (3) 1 6 0 0 0
38GR42,c1 0 4 13 7 0 0 1 (1) 0 2 0 0 0
38GR43-Ll,c 176? 120 29 82 1/1 0 7 (8) 2(1) 5 x 0 0
1Note: From field road
... . ...
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i'YPO~CG:.~.':'.:' .':"':'-.:i.I.~·SIS OF THE PREHISTORIC MATERIALS FROM LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY COLLECTIONS
Pre-
Fire Flake Points forms
Site no. crkd Other Thinning tools F1k Whole lolho1e Biface Grnd Other
and method (grams) Chnks flks f1ks (fltools/lledges) Dnif cores (Frags.) (Frags.) blanks stn lith Ceram
38GR43-L2,c 661 197 173 192 7/8 4 10 6(21) 4 11 0 0 0
38GR43-L3,c 3041 299 221 170 7/11 4 31 9(19) (2) 16 x 0 x
38GR43-L4,c 0 9 7 4 0 0 1 (2) 0 1 0 0 0
38GR44,c 0 6 3 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
38GR45-L1,c 0 29 23 40 0 0 4 1(3) 1(1) 1 0 0 0
38GR45-L2,c 0 16 20 18 0 0 5 (2) 0 2 0 0 0
38GR46,c 0 15 12 8 2/2 1 0 (6) 0 3 0 0 0
I 38GR47,g 0 9 4 5 1/1 1 0 1(6) 0 3 0 0 0w
V1 38GR48,g 149 26 6 31 1/1 1 9 5(12) 5 17 0 0 0I
38GR49-Ll,c 80 12 15 18 0 0 0 1(2) 0 2 0 0 0
38GR49-L2,g 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38GR50,c 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 0
38GR5l,c 0 261 297 502 2/2 0 2 9(37) 16 44 x 0 x
38GR52,c 0 53 96 102 0 0 9 (9) (6) 23 0 11 x
38GR52,g 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 (3) 4 2 0 0 0
38GR53,g 0 2 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
38GR54 (no prehistoric artifacts)
1238GR55,c 0 41 48 88 2/2 3 1 1(6) 11 12 x 0
38GR56,c 0 0 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38GR57-Ll,c 0 69 98 108 0 1 16 (1) (3) 14 0 0 0
38GR57-L2,c 0 12 18 29 0 0 4 5(14) 0 4 0 0 0
Notes: 1Quartz crystal
2Schist biface
APPENDIX B
:~~?C::':;:.~.~:' .::"~·;·;"LYSIS OF THE PREHISTORIC MATERIALS FROM LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY COLLECTIONS
Pre-
Fire Flake Points forms
Site no. crkd Other Thinning tools Flk Whole Whole Biface Grnd Other
and method (grams) Chunks f1ks f1ks (Htoo1s/Hedges) Unif cores (Frags.) (Frags.) blanks stn lith Ceram
38GR57-L3,g 0 8 2 14 6/6 0 1 1(1) 2 5 0 0 0
38GR58,c 0 12 4 4 0 0 0 1(2) (2) 2 0 0 0
38GR59,c 0 36 42 42 0 0 3 2(1) (1) 2 0 0 0
38GR60,c 0 191 348 418 4/4 3 5 4(22) (5) 11 0 11 0
38GR6l,c 0 83 115 79 5/5 2 8 4(15) (17) 34 x 12 0
38GR62,g 0 1 0 4 0 0 1 (3) 0 0 0 0 0I 38GR63,g 0 4 14 20 1/1 0 0 (4) 0 0 0 0 0W0\ 38GR64,c 0 38 46 50 1/1 0 2 2(6) 1 0 0 0 0I
38AN40,c 0 31 45 71 0 0 0 (3) 0 2 0 13 0
38AN41,c 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
38AN42-Ll,c (collection lost)
38AN42-L2,c 0 7 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38AN43,c 0 42 30 19 2/2 5 5 (4) (2) 4 0 0 0
38AN44-Ll,c 33 285 335 383 7/7 2 19 4(17) 9 22 x 0 0
38AN44-L2,c 0 315 293 244 7/7 0 8 0 (3) 10 0 0 0
38AN45,c 88 74 96 135 0 0 7 6 1 6 0 0 0
39AN46,c 0 87 78 122 3/4 2 1 (2) (5) 8 0 0 0
38AN47-L1,c 0 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 038AN47-L2,c 0 19 33 34 0 0 4 (1) (1) 3 0 0 038AN47-L3,c 0 88 161 242 4/4 1 2 (3) (5) 9 0 0 x
Notes: 1Bipolar core
2Coastal plain chert Savannah River point end scraper
3Bipolar core
APPENDIX B
7'YPOLOGICA~ .4.:1ALJSIS OF TH~ PREHISTORIC MATERIALS FROM LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY COLLECTIONS
Pre-
Fire Flake Points forms
Site no. crkd Other Thinning tools Flk Whole Whole Biface Grnd Other
and method (grams) Chnks f1ks flks (lltools/lledges) Unif cores (Frags.) (Frags.) blanks stn lith Ceram
38AN48,c 0 79 135 118 1/1 0 5 1(3) 0 17 0 0 0
38AN49-Ll,g 0 22 17 15 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
38AN49-L2,g 0 13 3 8 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0
39AN50,c 0 8 15 16 2/2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
38AN51-L1,c 0 67 73 86 3/3 2 0 1(4) (3) 2 0 0 0
38AN5l-L2,c 71 90 100 88 5/6 4 3 2(2) 0 6 0 0 0
38AN52,g 0 7 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 38AN53,c 0 39 42 48 0 0 2 (1) 0 5 0 0 0w
...... 38AN54,g 0 2 6 4 0 1 0 1(1) 0 0 0 0 0I
38AN55,g 0 2 6 3 0 0 0 (1) 0 2 0 0 0
38AN56,c 0 1 4 2 0 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0
38AN57,c 0 39 64 78 1/2 0 0 3(5) (4) 5 0 0 0
38AN58,c 49 100 150 118 3/2 1 7 2(6) (3) 11 0 0 0
38AN59,c 0 36 71 54 3/3 0 6 1(4) 0 4 0 0 0
38AN60,c 0 18 22 27 1/1 0 1 (2) 2 4 0 0 0
38AN61,c 0 96 98 157 3/3 0 1 1(7) 5 5 5 0 0
38AN62-Ll,c 0 26 25 19 1/1 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 0
38AN62-L2,c 0 5 7 16 1/1 0 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0
38AN63-L1,c 31 43 61 ~O· 0 1 6 0 0 1 0 0 038AN63-L2,c 0 55 70 70 2/2 2 5 1 (2) 6 0 0 0
38AN64,c 1170 96 73 79 4/5 7 11 1(4) (1) 7 0 0 038AN65-Ll,c 0 464 617 848 16/16 9 28 3(27) 10(2) 47 0 0 038AN65-L2,g 0 25 58 52 1/1 0 4 1 (3) 2 x 0 038AN66,g 0 2 7 0 0 0 2 (1) 0 2 0 0 038AN67,g 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
APPENDIX B
TYPOLOGICAL AHA~YSIS OF THE PREHISTORIC MATERIALS FROM LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY COLLECTIONS
Pre-
Fire Flake Points forms
Site no. crkd Other Thinning tools Flk Whole Whole Biface Grnd Other
and method (grams) Chnks flks flks (II tools / fledges) Unif cores (Frags.) (Frags.) blanks stn lith Ceram
38AN68,g 0 7 2 3 0 0 1 1(2) (1) 1 0 0 0
38AN69-L1,c 0 72 90 96 1/1 0 5 0 (1) 5 0 0 0
38AN69-L2,c 0 35 50 25 1/1 0 3 (1) (2) 3 0 0 0
38AN69-L3,c 0 5 17 12 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
38AN69-L4,g 0 52 57 27 0 0 6 0 (3) 5 0 0 0
38AN70,g 0 8 11 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0
38AN72,c 0 0 6 8 1/1 0 0 (1) 1 0 0 0 0
I 38AN73-Ll&2,c 17 56 69 119 0 2 1 (4) (5) 9 0 0 0w
00 38AN74-Ll,c 70 69 43 55 3/3 2 3 4 0 4 0 11 0I
38AN74-L2,c 0 53 70 173 5/6 1 2 1(5) 3 12 0 0 0
38AN74-L3,c 0 37 64 70 1/1 0 4 1(4) (2) 4 0 0 x
38AN75,tp1 112 2 4 7 0 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 x
38AN76,c 0 6 8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38AN77,tpl 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38AN78,g 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38AN79,c 0 3 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38AN80,c 0 13 17 23 1/1 0 2 0 (4) 0 0 0 0
38AN81,c 0 22 21 17 1/1 2 1 (1) 0 5 0 0 0
38AN82,c 0 3 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
38AN83,g 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
38AN84 c 0 399 431 489 13/16 7 48 1(5) 5 21 x 0 0
38AN85,c 0 4 8 12 0 1 1 (1) 0 2 0 0 x
38AN86,c 0 56 66 89 2/2 3 9 4(12) (4) 14 0 0 x
38AN87,c 0 21 12 20 0 1 4 1(3) 1 4 0 0 0
38AN88,g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0
1Note: Graver on flake
I
w
\0
I
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TYFO::'C-;:7.':"':' .':"'"·:.':"':'~'SIS OF THE PREHIS'l'ORIC MATERIALS FROM LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY COLLECTIONS
Pre-
Fire Flake Points forms
Site no. crkd Other Thinning tools Flk Whole Whole Biface Grnd Other
and method (grams) Chnks flks flks (If tools/ fledges) Unif cores (Frags.) (Frags. ) blanks stn lith Cerarn
38AN89,g 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0
38AN90,g 0 2 6 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
APPENDIX B
KEY:
c: controlled collection
g: grab collection
tp: test pit
x: present
APPENDIX C
LA:·_::{~;.'S-/·.::JERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
Site
Number Points Unifaces Ceramics Other
38LU30-Ll 3 unclassified
38LU30-L3 2 unclassified
38LU30-tpl-S 1 Morrow Mtn.II
38LU35-L3 1 unclassified
I 38LU36 1 Morrow Mtn.I~
0 1 unclassifiedI
38LU37 1 Morrow Mtn.II
38LU38 4 unclassified 6 coarse sand temper
(indistinct dec.)
38LU39 1 Guilford 10 coarse sand temper
2 unclassified (indistinct dec.)
38LU40 2 unclassified
38LU4l 1 Morrow Mtn.I
38LU42-Ll 1 Morrow Mtn.I
1 Guilford
1 unclass.stemmed
1 unclassified
38LU42-L3 6 Morrow Mtn.I 1 fine sand temper
4 Morrow Mtn.II (plain)
1 Morrow Mtn.unclass.
APPENDIX C
LAURENS-AtlJERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
I
~
~
I
Site
Number
38LU42-L3
(cont.)
38LU43
38LU44
38LU45
38LU50
38LU52
38LU53-tpl
38LU53-tp2
Points
4 Savannah River
1 Palmer
1 Guilford
2 unclassified
2 Morrow Mtn.I
1 Yadkin
1 Pa1mer/Da1ton(?}
1 unclassified
3 Morrow Mtn.I
1 Morrow Mtn.II
1 Savannah River(?}
1 Da1ton(?}
1 Morrow Mtn.II
Unifaces
1
Ceramics
1 rose quartz temper
(indistinct dec.)
1 steatite sherd
3 linear check
(Pigeon)
2 fine sand temper
(indistinct dec.)
2 linear check
8 fine sand temper
(plain)
13 coarse sand temper
(plain)
Otner
.'
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LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
Site
Number
38LU54-L2
38LU54-L3
38LU54-L5B
Points
2 Morrow Mtn.I
1 Morrow Mtn.II
1 unclass.stemmed
13 unclassified
1 Guilford
2 unclassified
1 unclassified
Unifaces
1
Ceramics Other
I
~
N
I
38LU55
38LU56-A
38LU59
38LU61-L1
38LU61-L2
38LU6l-L3
38LU64
3 late triangular
6 Yadkin
2 Woodland
2 unclassified stemmed
1 Guilford
4 unclassified
1 Morrow Mtn.I
2 unclassified
4 unclassified
1 Palmer
1 unclassified
2 Morrow Mtn.II
6 unclassified
1 Morrow Mtn.II
1 Savannah River
2 Palmer
13 unclassified
7 fine sand temp(p1ain)
16 coarse sand temp(plain)
3 coarse sand temp(stamped)
4 coarse sand temp(linear check)
1 coarse sand temp(fabric marked)
1 coarse sand temp(indistinct dec)
2 coarse sand temp
(indistinct dec)
1 ground stone
pendant
APPENDIX C
L.'::'UPE~·:S-ANDERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
Site
Number Points Unifaces Ceramics Other
38LU65 1 Mississippian triangular
4 unclassified
38LU66 1 unclassified
38LU67 2 Morrow Mtn.II
38LU68 1 Palmer
1 "Woodland"(?)
I
3 unclassified
.s:--
VJ 38LU69I 1
38LU70 1 unclassified
38LU7l 1 Palmer
1 unclassified
38LU72 1 Palmer
38GR33 3 Morrow Mtn.II
38GR34 2 Morrow Mtn.I 1
2 Morrow Mtn.II
5 unclassified
38GR35 1 unclassified
38GR36-tpl 1 Morrow Mt.I
38GR37 1 coarse sand tempered
(fabric marked)
APPENDIX C
LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
Site
Number Points Unifaces Ceramics Other
38GR38 1 Guilford
1 Morrow Mtn.I 1 fine sand temper
4 unclassified (comp.stamped)
4 fine sand temper
(indistinct dec.)
38GR39-Ll 1 Morrow Mtn.II
4 unclassified
I 38GR39-L2 3 unclassified
~
~ 38GR42I 1 Morrow Mtn.I
(field) 1 Morrow Mtn.II
1 Thelma
3 unclassified
1 "Yadkin" preform
38GR42 1 unclassified
(road)
38GR43-Ll 1 Palmer
1 Savannah River
6 unclassified
38GR43-L2 1 Paleo-Indian(?) 4
2 Palmer
2 Stanly
1 Savannah River
1 Yadkin(?)
2 Morrow Mtn.I
2 Morrow Mtn.II
16 unclassified
.-
.
.'.
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LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
Site
Number Points
38GR43-L3 3 Harrow Htn.I
7 Harrow Mtn.II
4 Palmer
1 "Middle lvoodland"
(Coosa. )
1 Yadkin
1 unclassified
38GR43-L4 3 unclassified
I 38GR45-Ll 1 "Early Woodland"~Vl
I 3 unclassified
38GR45-L2 2 unclassified
38GR46 1 Dalton
1 Guilford
4 unclassified
38GR47 2 Morrovl Mtn. I
1 Guilford
2 Yadkin
2 unclassified
38GR48 3 Palmer
3 Morrow Mtn.I
1 Morrow Mtn.II·
4 Guilford
6 unclassified
38GR49-Ll 1 Palmer
1 Yadkin
1 unclassified
Unifaces
4
1
1
1
Ceramics
2 fine sand temper
(comp.stamped)
Other
1 banner stone
frag.
~ ...
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LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
Site
Number Points Uniface Ceramics Other
38GR5l 5 Morrow Mtn.I 5 7 Swannanoa
6 Morrow Htn.II (fabric marked)
1 Guilford 1 tetrapod
4 Yadkin 3 Etowah
2 Guilford preforms 60 indeterminate
3 Yadkin preforms
30 unclassified
38GR52 3 Morrow Mtn.II 1 1 coarse sand temper
1 Guilford preform (indistinct dec.)
I 1 Yadkin
.I:"-
0\ 5 unclassifiedI
38GR55 4 Palmer 3 1 sandstone abrader
1 Morrow Mtn.I
1 Guilford
1 Morrow Mtn.preform
4 Guilford preforms
38GR56 1
38GR57-Ll 1 unclassified 1
38GR57-L2 1 Palmer
7 Morrow Mtn.I
2 Morrow Mtn.II
1 Yadkin preform
9 unclassified
38GRS7-L3 1 Morrow Mtn.I
1 unclassified
,~ ,. ..
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LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
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.LAUREllS-A::DERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
I
~00 .
I
Site
Number
38GR66
38AN43
38AN44-Ll
38AN45
38AN46
38AN47-L2
Points
1 Morrow Mtn.II
2 unclassified
1 unclass. stemmed
3 unclassified
1 Palmer preform
1 Kirk
1 Morrow Mtn.I
3 Morrow Mtn.II
1 Guilford
2 Savannah River
2 unclass. stemmed
11 unclassified
1 Morrow Mtn.I
1 Morrow Mtn.II
1 Guilford
3 unclassified
1 Palmer
1 unclassified
1 unclassified
Unifaces
5
2
1
Ceramics Other
1 bipolar core
38AN47-L3
38AN48
1 Morrow Mtn.II
1 unclass. stemmed
1 unclassified
1 Palmer
1 Morrow Mtn.I
1 1 coarse sand temper
(plain)
.-
. ,.
Site
Nlmlber Points Uuifaces CeraLlics Other
38AN48 1 Honew t·[tn.. II
(cont .. ) 1 unclass. stemmed
3&U149-Ll 1 Guilford
38049-1.2 2 unclassified
(1 possible
9 Pa1Jmer midsection)
.#!-
lID
38U51-Llq 1 Pa1Ber 2
4 unclassified
..
3&Yir5:n.-JL.2 1 Horrov 'Htn. I 4
:n. Horrmu Ht:n.II
Jl. Guil.ford
1 UlIJlc.lass.st:emnned
l8A."f5l 1 Horrov lMt:n.I
J~54 1 HDrrmi M1tn.. I 1
1 mIlclassilied
38M55 1 mnclassifie.d
38U56 1 umclassified
38M51 1 PahDer
3 lion-ow Kt:1ll. I
1 Guilford
1 unc1a.ss .. stemmed
2 unclassified
..
• ,. -.
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iA7i!#.~-=ANFJfJR$@N $l/;:(tVl:l~ PI/t'Rl~@R1.C CU£:fURE-HlSfMlCALl/i DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
£w::u , . -"sax s ld_~::s::::=e=1!IiDtC•• _. c!
.e==
--==:3a . kC!k:_
Stt.~
Nu.w.\~:r Points Unifaces Ceramics Other
-= :aae::. dL:::: . ==
~~~ 3 No:r:rQW Mtn .. l 1
1 NQ:r:row Htn.. ll
1 unelass .. stemmed
3 unclassified
38&'69 1 unclass .. stemmed
4 unclassified
~
0 38AN60 2 unclassified
• (Morrow Mtn.. I?)
3SAN61L 1 unclass .. stemmed
"1 UDlClassified
J8M62-U 1 Morrov Mto.I
38.L~3-U 1
~~lL2 1 UIDIc!ass.comer notcbed 2
~ 1 IrOrro.v ~1Il.][ 7
1 !nI»rrOWl &m. II
1 SawamnmaBn River
Jl 1DIURClass. sttemIJJed
1 ummclassified
38M65-Ll ]. Dalton 9
2 PaJl.l.'IIer
1 MorrOllrl Htn.. E
6 mlorrov "till. II
3 Cuilford
1 Savannah River
.
.
II
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LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY: PREHISTORIC CULTURE-HISTORICALLY DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
Site
Number Points Unifaces Ceramics Other
38AN76 1
38AN8l 1 Morrow Mtn.I 2
38AN83 1 unclassified
38AN84 1 Palmer 7
I
2 Morrow Ntn.II
V1 3 unclassified
N
I
38AN8S 1 unclass. stemmed 1 3 coarse sand temper
(indeter. dec.)
38AN86 2 Palmer 3 6 coarse sand temper
1 Horrow Mtn.I (comp.stamped)
2 Morrow Mtn.II
4 unclass.stemmed
7 unclassified
38AN87 1 Morrow Mtn.II 1
3 unclassified
38AN88 1 Morrow Mtn.II
38AN89 2 unclassified 1
, .
APPENDIX D
DESCRIPTION OF GROUND., PECKED AND BATTERED STONE ARTIFACTS
IN LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY COLLECTIONS
Site number Artifacts
38LU41 1 probable mortar
38LU42-L3 2 manos
1 basin-shaped mortar
I probable mortar
38LU54-L4 I probable hammerstone
38GR34 I probable mano
38GR40 1 probable hammerstone
38GR43-Ll I bi-pitted disc-shaped cobble
of quartz
38GR43-L3 1 atlatl weight fragment
38GRSO 1 probable mano
..
38GR51 I basin~shaped mortar
38GR55 2 anvil(?) stones; 1 with a small
zone of battering on one face, 1
with a deep V-shaped pit on one
face
38GR61 1 sandstone abrader
38AN44-Ll 1 probable hammerstone
38AN84 1 probable hammerstone
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I • APPENDIX E
DEFINITION AND APPROXIMATE TEMPORAL PLACEMENT OF HISTORIC SITES RECORDED
DURING LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY
....
Site Number
38LU30-L2
38LU33 tp2
38LU54-L1
38LUS4-L2
38LU54-L4
38LU57
38LU60
38LU61-L1
38LU61-L2
38LU61-L3
38LU62
38GR33
38GR39-L2
38GR44
38GR49-L2
38GRSO
38GRS2
38GRS4
38GR55
38GRS6
38GR60
38GR61
38AN46
Description
trash dump next to road
standing house; spring
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
historic cemetery
artifact scatter
porcelain doll leg
artifact scatter
rectangular stack of field
stones
artifact scatter
chimney structure
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
artifact scatter
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Approximate Date
mid 19th-early 20th century
19th and 20th century
mid 19th century
mid-late 19th century
mid-late 19th century
mid-late 19th century
mid-late 19th century
19th century
mid 19th century
19th century
mid-late 19th century
mid-late 19th century
early-mid 19th century
early-mid 19th century
early-mid 19th-century
late 18th-early 19th century
19th century?
19th century
19th-early 20th century
early-mid 19th century
early 19th century
19th century
-'I \
..-
APPENDIX E
DEFINITION AND APPROXIMATE TEMPORAL PLACEMENT OF HISTORIC SITES RECORDED
DURING LAURENS-ANDERSON SURVEY
Site Number Description Approximate Date
38AN48 artifact scatter mid-late 19th century
38AN5l-L2 artifact scatter early-mid 19th century
38AN75 tpl artifact scatter mid 19th century
38AN80 artifact scatter late 18th-early 19th century
38AN88 chimney structure late 19th-early 20th century
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APPENDIX F
SITES ELIGIBLE FOR INCLUSION IN 1.'HE NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
..
38LU31
38LU33
38LU3'S-L2
38LU36
38LU38
38LU39
38LU40
38LU42-L1
38LU42-L2
38LU42-L3
38LU43
38LU46
38LUS1-L2
38LUS2
38LU53
38LU54-L2
38LU59"
38LU62'
38LU64
38LU65
38LU68
38LU70
38LU71
38LU72
38GR33
38GR34
38GR36
38GR37
38GR38
38GR39-L1
38GR39-L2
38GR42
38GR43-L1
38GR43-L2
38GR43-L3
38GR43-L4
38GR47
38GR48
38GR49-L1
38GR54
38GR55-Ll
38GR55-L2
38GR56
38GR57-Ll
38GR58
38GR59
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38GR60
38AN40
38AN43
38AN44-L1
38AN44-L2
38AN46
38AN48
38AN57
38AN58
38AN61
38AN63-Ll
38AN63-L2
38AN64
38AN65-Ll
38AN65-L2
38AN68
38AN72
38AN73-Ll
38AN73-L2
38AN74-Ll
38AN74-L2
38AN74-L3
38AN75
38AN77
38AN79
38AN80
38AN81
38AN83
38AN84
38AN85
38AN86
38AN88
Anderson County Paleobotanical
site on west
bank of Broad-
mouth Creek
0'
•.!.
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